Abstract-In this paper, we propose a multi-level shadow identification scheme which is generally applicable without restrictions on the number of light sources, illumination conditions, surface orientations, and object sizes. In the first level, we use a background segmentation technique to identify foreground regions which include moving shadows. In the second step, pixel-based decisions are made by comparing the current frame with the background model to distinguish between shadows and actual foreground. In the third step, this result is improved using blob-level reasoning which works on geometric constraints of identified shadow and foreground blobs. Results on various indoor and outdoor sequences under different illumination conditions show the success of the proposed approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of moving shadow detection has had great interest in the computer vision community because of its relevance to visual tracking, object recognition, and many other important applications. One way to define the problem is to cast it as a classification problem in which image regions are classified as either foreground objects, background, or shadows cast by foreground objects. Despite many attempts, the problem remains largely unsolved due to several inherent challenges: (i) Dark regions are not necessarily shadow regions since foreground objects can be dark too; (ii) Selfshadows should not be classified as cast shadows since they are part of the foreground object; and (iii) A commonly used assumption that these shadows fall only on the ground plane is not valid to general scenes. In this paper, we address these challenges by proposing a shadow detection method which does not put any restrictions on the scene in terms of illumination conditions, geometry of the objects, and size and position of shadows. Results obtained using the proposed approach, in varied conditions, are very promising.
II. RELATED WORK
There has been significant work done recently that deals with the problem of moving cast shadows. Reference [1] presents a comprehensive survey of most of the known methods that deal with moving shadow identification. It details the requirements of shadow detection methods, identifies important related issues and makes a quantitative and qualitative comparison between different approaches in the literature. In [2] , shadow detection is done using heuristic evaluation rules based on many parameters which are pixelbased as well as geometry-based. The authors assume a planar and textured background on which shadows are cast. They also assume that the light source is not a point source as they use the presence of penumbra for detection. Our objective was not to impose any such restrictions of planar or textured background, nor to assume a specific light source. Some methods use multiple cameras for shadow detection [3] . Shadows are separated based on the fact that they are on the ground plane, whereas foreground objects are not.
There has been an interest in using different color spaces to detect shadows. Reference [4] , for example, uses normalized values of the R, G, and B channels, and shows that they produce better results than the raw color values. Their system relies on color and illumination changes to detect shadow regions. In [5] , shadow detection is done in the HSV color space and automatic parameter selection is used to reduce prior scene-specific information necessary to detect shadows. A technique which uses color and brightness information to do background segmentation and shadow removal is outlined in [6] . In [7] , the authors describe a technique which uses color and brightness values to deal with the problem of ghosts -regions which are detected as foreground but not associated with any moving object. However, the techniques based only on color and illumination are not effective when foreground color closely matches that of the background. In our work, we go a step further in pixel-based decisions by using edge magnitude and edge gradient direction cues along with color and brightness to separate foreground from background. The method in [8] models the values of shadowed pixels using a transformation matrix which indicates the amount of brightness change a pixel undergoes in the presence of a cast shadow. Another method which uses geometry to find shadowed regions is outlined in [9] . It produces height estimates of objects using their shadow positions and size by applying geometric reasoning. However, shadows need to be on the same plane so that the height estimates be valid. A sophisticated approach which works on multiple levels in a hierarchy is shown in [10] . Low-level processing is done at the first level and as we go higher up, processing controls parameters which change slower. This hierarchical approach takes care of both fast-and slow-changing factors in the scene. However, geometric constraints which are applied make the algorithm applicable only to traffic sequences.
III. APPROACH
In this work, we implement a three-stage shadow detection scheme. In the first step, background segmentation is done using the mixture of Gaussians technique from [11] , as modified in [12] . The next step presents a parametric approach in which four parameters are computed for each pixel and a pixel-wise decision process separates shadows FrE8.1 and foreground. In order to improve the results obtained in this step, further processing is done in the next step which works on the blob level to identify and correct misclassified regions. Both pixel-based and geometric cues are eventually used to make a shadow/ foreground decision. However, the geometric cues applied are general enough to allow their application to all commonly occurring scenes.
A.
Step ]
This step implements a background update procedure and maintains a foreground mask, which the next two steps process. The learning rate of the background update is tuned depending on the type of sequence and the expected speed of motion. This foreground mask contains moving objects and their moving shadows. Static objects and static shadows are automatically separated and are not considered any further in the processing. This approach differs from a few other approaches which use statistical measures to do background segmentation and shadow removal simultaneously, i.e., the same measures are used to differentiate between background/foreground and foreground/shadow. An example of that is [6] , which uses color and intensity measures for background segmentation. An advantage of our approach is that it uses a sophisticated background maintenance technique which takes care of static objects. Secondly, there are more parameters that differentiate between shadows and foreground than shadows and background. Once we have a foreground mask, these parameters can be used effectively, without worrying about similarities between the measure for shadows and background, since background pixels can never be mistaken for shadow after this step.
B. Step 2
For effective shadow removal, we need to use features in which shadows differ from foreground. Such differences can lead to preliminary estimates for shadow/foreground separation. We experimented using different measures such as intensity, color, edge information, texture, and feature points, and found the following subset to be the most effective in shadow detection. Thus, for each pixel the following four parameters are computed by comparing the current frame with a constantly updated background model: a) Edge magnitude error (Emag), b) Edge gradient direction error (Edir), c) Intensity ratio (Ir) [6] , and d) Color error (Ce) [6] .
Edge magnitude error is the absolute difference between the current frame edge magnitude and background frame edge magnitude at each pixel. If the edge magnitudes at a pixel in the current frame and the background frame are ml and m2 respectively, we then have
Edge gradient direction images represent edge gradient direction (angle) for each pixel scaled between values of 0 and 255. Edge gradient direction error is the difference between gradient directions of current frame and background frame for each pixel. If d1 and d2 denote the gradient direction values for a pixel in current frame and background frame respectively, we then obtain
This gives the scaled angle between the edge gradient directions in the current frame and the background frame. If there are changes in edge magnitude, or if a new edge occurs at a pixel where there was no edge in the background model, or if an edge disappears, it is highly likely that the pixel belongs to a foreground object. Edge detection is carried out using simple forward difference in the horizontal and the vertical directions. Our experiments show that for our purposes, this works better than using any other edge detection operators like Sobel, Prewitt or others. Shadows do not significantly modify the edge gradient direction at any pixel. On the other hand, the presence of a foreground object will generally substantially modify the edge gradient direction at a pixel in the frame. These two edge measures are important cues in shadow detection. They work best along the edges of the foreground object while the other two measures of intensity and color work well in the central region of the object. These edge measures also work extremely well where foreground and background have significant difference in texture. For regions in which the foreground color matches that of the background, edge cues are the most reliable ones for shadow detection.
The Intensity ratio -r can be easily explained using the color model in [6] . Given a pixel in the current frame, we project the point in RGB color space that represents the pixel's color on the line that connects the RGB space origin and the point representing the pixel background color according to the background model. The intensity ratio is calculated as the ratio of two distances: (a) the distance from the origin to the point projection, and (b) the distance from the origin to the background color point. Color error Ce is calculated as the angle between the line described above and the line that connects the origin and the point representing the current pixel color. Shadows show a lower intensity than background, while maintaining the background color. On the other hand, color change generally indicates the presence of a foreground object.
Probability Mapping
We need to find the probability of a pixel being a shadow pixel based on the four parameters described above. Let the events that the pixel is a shadow pixel and foreground pixel be represented by S and F respectively. Our goal is to make a decision whether a pixel is shadow or foreground. We use a maximum likelihood approach to make this decision by comparing the conditional probabilities of feature values given shadow and foreground. Assuming that these four parameters are independent, we get P(Emag,Edir,Ir, Ce S) = P(Emag S) ... P(Ce S). (3) We used a number of video frames along with their ground truth data and inspected the histograms of the edge magnitude The peaks are aberrations caused by dark regions, where edge gradient directions are highly quantized. Since we use the edge magnitude error, Emag, as another measure apart from edge gradient direction error, the errors due to peaks do not lead to erroneous results. Our inspection also showed that Emag exhibits similar statistical properties as Edir, but without the peaks. In the case of foreground pixels, the histograms for Edir and Em,ag resembled a uniform distribution with Edir showing similar peaks as mentioned above. The difference in the distributions is the basis for differentiating between shadows and foreground using these two features. Both these distributions are intuitively expected.
To model P(Err ag S) and P(Edil,S), we use the exponential functions in Equations (4) and (5) . The variances of these exponentials (A ,A2) are parameters that can be tuned.
In the equations, w1 and U2 are used for appropriate scaling.
The histograms computed for the intensity ratio measure (1) R(Emag S) P(Edir S) P(Ir S) P(Ce S) (wlA). exp(-ETag/Al) (4) (w21A2). exp(-Edir/A2) (5) 61(1 + exp(-(IJr -1)1T))
2 -62/(I + exp((-1(C( -2)/2))(7)
Once we have probability maps using the above mapping for each parameter for every pixel, we blur the log-probability maps so as to account for the information of nearby pixels. This blurring is carried out for a box of 3x3 pixels around the given pixel. In case the conditional probabilities are around 0.5, blurring helps as it brings in neighborhood information to aid the decision making process. The probability maps are then multiplied together as in Equation (3). A final decision is made based on comparing the conditional shadow probability and conditional foreground probability thus obtained. make the intensity similarity significant. Problems caused by indirect cast shadows are also reduced by the technique, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Windshields cause a significant problem in detecting the foreground correctly. Since windshields generally occur as dark regions, they are often misclassified as shadows. All the four parameters mentioned above cannot consistently classify windshields as foreground. Fig. 5 shows such a case. Fig.  5(b) shows how blob-level reasoning substantially reduces that problem.
IV. RESULTS
The video clips Highway I, Highway II, Intelligent Room, Laboratory, Campus, and associated ground truth data for the sequence Intelligent Room are courtesy of the Computer Vision and Robotics Research Laboratory of UCSD.
An important result of using edge-based measures in shadow detection is the improvement in performance at locations where the scene has highly reflective surfaces. Color change occurs on reflective surfaces even if they are under shadow and makes our premise on Ce invalid. Color-based and intensity-based measures cannot effectively differentiate between such reflective surfaces under shadow and foreground. However, since the surface contains similar edge gradients even under shadow, it is possible to classify it as a shadow rather than foreground. In Fig. 3 below, blue regions indicate foreground, red indicates shadow, and white indicates background as detected by our algorithm. The figure shows that a substantial part of the reflection on the table is detected as shadow and not foreground even though color changes occur.
As mentioned earlier, the removal of holes results in cleaner images and better foreground object contour calculation. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show such a case. The figures on the left show the results of processing using only the first two steps of the algorithm. The ones on the right are the output of the final stage. In Fig. 4(a) , a number of foreground pixels are marked as shadow due to two reasons: the color similarity between the shirt of the person and the color of background, and the shadow of the person's hand on his shirt, which In the following, we present results on test sequences for which grounid truth data was available. Fur each sequence, we used the shadow discrimination accuracy [1] as the measure to quantify performance. Figs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] show the original frames with foreground contours overlaid in the figure on the left along with the detected shadow, foreground and background regions in the figure on the right. To show how the performance of our method varies, we have shown two frames per sequence. The first shows one of the best results using our method, in terms of discrimination accuracy and the second shows one of the worst.
In Fig. 7(a) , road surface has a strip of dark color which is coincidentally aligned perfectly with the car windshield which makes distinction difficult and results in low discrimination accuracy. In Fig. 10 , we can see that the shadows are present on multiple planes of the background. Our algorithm does not put any restriction on the planes on which the shadow is cast. A strip in the background matches very closely in color with the persons shirt in Fig. 10 . The edges are also oriented along the same direction. A small strip is therefore classified as shadow after step two. However, it is further flipped in step 3 as it is completely surrounded by foreground regions. Fig. 11 shows a frame in which our method performs one of its worst. Small parts of the shirt are misclassified and a tiny part of the foot is classified as shadow. This worst result also produced a very good discrimination accuracy which shows how well our method performs on the given sequence.
Challenges
Detecting shadows is challenging, especially when shadows are dark, which make them similar in intensity to dark colored vehicles. Also, in dark regions, edge gradient values are unreliable since they are highly quantized. Fig. 12 shows results in such a case in which the method does reasonably well. Another problem in this sequence is that vehicles are small relative to frame size. This makes our resolution lower and distinction tougher. Fig. 13 further demonstrates this. Vehicles in the image are even smaller; also the shadow of one falls on another vehicle in the frame shown. This is the problem of indirect cast shadows mentioned in [1] . Fig. 13(b) shows that both vehicles are still separated correctly. As we go farther away from the camera, resolution becomes too coarse to make any distinction possible and shadows cannot be separated. In order to quantify results, we use shadow discrimination accuracy and detection accuracy [1] . Shadow detection accuracy (() is the ratio of true positive shadow pixels detected to the sum of true positives and shadow pixels detected as foreground. Discrimination accuracy (rj) is the ratio of total ground truth foreground pixels minus number of foreground pixels detected as shadow to the total ground truth foreground pixels. We manually segmented about 70 frames randomly from the sequence Highway I and about 50 frames (1 in every 5) from sequence Highway III. Results are mentioned in Table III. Table III Table IV , it can be seen that our method performs better in terms of both ( and r1. An important point is that best results in [1] for ( and r1 are produced by different algorithms as mentioned in Table IV . Both ( and r1 are conflicting in the sense that increasing one usually decreases the other. Our method outperforms both methods in both parameters together. Table III indicates that our proposed method does very well on different sequences with varying illumination conditions, sizes of shadow, noise levels and whether the sequence is indoor or outdoor.
V. CONCLUSION
It is important for any shadow removal technique to be independent of factors which are specific to a scene. In our approach, we use a background segmentation method which is generally applicable and global in nature. The edge, color, and intensity cues span all the common cases.
Step three, which uses geometric relationships between blobs is somewhat application dependent in the sense that it needs parameter tuning for each specific video. However, once tuned, it gives a substantial improvement in performance as compared to step two. Also, for highway traffic monitoring, the principal motivation behind this work, the parameters need to be varied only in a small range. In conclusion, the method can be considered to be scene independent for all practical purposes.
